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Outdoor Explorations~



Outdoor Explorations~



April 12-23 Sight Words~

as                        put              by                 go                 them             from

of                        has              every            take              then

giving                  had             stop             thank             just

April 12-23 Vocabulary Words~
Noun       verb       adjective       tornado       funnel cloud       Fujita Scale       Hurricane     Storm Surge     
Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale    addition    value    double digit        punctuation   Earth Day     
planet     water pollution     energy     conservation     Solar System    planet      scavenger hunt
Self-care     wellness     fairness

  



Mystery Reader~

We had a special Mystery Reader visit us! On 
Monday, April 19, Willa’s mommy read The Very 
Impatient Caterpillar and Joseph Had a Joseph 

Had a Little Overcoat. 

Thank you, Mrs. Danielson, for reading to us. We 
loved your stories!!



The Project Approach~
Based upon the Reggio Emilia Philosophy, children are motivated to learn when they can explore and understand the real world 
around them. Recognizing this, Elmhurst Academy implements an emergent project-based learning method, called the Project 

Approach, where children reinforce developmental milestones while investigating a real topic worth learning more about. As the 
children investigate & gather more information, they begin to construct their own learning in meaningful ways.

The Lakeview Weather Watchers continue their study of 
meteorology as they explore extreme weather! The 

kindergarten students were thrilled to learn all about tornadoes 
as they listened to books, both nonfiction and fiction, about 

twisters and even watched some live footage of meteorologists 
and storm chasers studying tornadoes in Oklahoma. Students 
were fascinated by this weather phenomena and were more 

than excited to create a tornado in a jar, as well as an 
“adjective tornado” right in the middle of the classroom! In 

addition to learning about the formation of tornadoes, students 
learned the difference between a tornado warnings vs. 

tornado watches, the Lakeview class practiced a classroom 
tornado drill as they listened to the sound of a tornado siren. 



The Project Approach cont.~
After their exploration of tornadoes, the Lakeview 

class began learning about hurricanes. The students 
were instantly drawn to the powerful weather 

phenomena and wondered, “Can a hurricane and 
tornado happened at the same time?” The students 
learned that hurricanes form over warm oceans and 

begin to die out as they reach move over land. 
Because hurricanes begin as storms, students 

concluded that the weather conditions would be 
right for funnel clouds or tornadoes to form. 

While fascinating, the Lakeview class learned that 
hurricanes can be extremely devastating, learning 

about hurricanes such as Katrina and Andrew. 
Students wondered, “What would you do if a 

hurricane was suppose to hit your house?” Safety first! 
The class learned all about making an emergency 
plan and emergency kit in the case of an extreme 
storm. Students learned what items are considered 

“essential” as they pack up their “virtual emergency 
kit.” 

The Lakeview students concluded their hurricane 
study with a Hurricane STEM challenge where students 
worked in groups to build a “hurricane proof” home. 
A “hurricane proof” home will withstand flooding and 

strong winds.



The Project Approach cont.~

See how our structures held up against a 
hurricane’s strong winds and a storm surge!

1. https://www.dropbox.com/s/i9bbba72i
7x6p3v/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%
2040%2039%20AM.mov?dl=0

2. https://www.dropbox.com/s/phciniinq
eif9qf/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2
056%2025%20AM.mov?dl=0

3. https://www.dropbox.com/s/qfxzd7t4tp
2f02z/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2
008%2024%20AM.mov?dl=0

4. https://www.dropbox.com/s/9uro65v7jt
ptyve/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2
047%2013%20AM.mov?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/i9bbba72i7x6p3v/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2040%2039%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i9bbba72i7x6p3v/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2040%2039%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i9bbba72i7x6p3v/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2040%2039%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phciniinqeif9qf/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2056%2025%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phciniinqeif9qf/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2056%2025%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phciniinqeif9qf/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2010%2056%2025%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qfxzd7t4tp2f02z/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2008%2024%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qfxzd7t4tp2f02z/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2008%2024%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qfxzd7t4tp2f02z/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2008%2024%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9uro65v7jtptyve/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2047%2013%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9uro65v7jtptyve/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2047%2013%20AM.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9uro65v7jtptyve/Video%20Apr%2023%2C%2011%2047%2013%20AM.mov?dl=0


Lakeview Meteorologists~
Week of March April 12-16, 2021

Reporting the weather from the Lakeview Weather 
Watchers Channel 212 are Meteorologist Colin Ricketts 

and Meteorologist Willa Danielson!!

Tune in on Mondays for the weekly weather forecast.



Literacy & Writer’s Workshop~
Over the past two weeks, the Lakeview 
students played sight word games, put 
jumbled up sentences in order, sorted 

nouns and verbs, and are participating in 
a review of word families. 

The bridge students have continued to 
practice their handwriting through various 
journaling opportunities throughout each 

week. The children have displayed 
knowledge of an uppercase letter versus a 
lowercase letter, and continue to improve 

their fine motor strength. ~Mrs. DeHart



Literacy & Writer’s Workshop~

During the past two weeks, the 
Lakeview students continued 

their learning explorations of parts 
of speech as they reviewed 

nouns.  To further their 
understanding of nouns, the 

students were presented with 
magazines and newspapers, in 

which they had to identify 6 
nouns (2 people, 2 places, and 2 

things). After identifying their 
nouns, the students wrote the 
name of each noun that they 

identified. ~Mrs. Burke



Literacy & Writer’s Workshop cont.~

During the past two weeks, the 
Lakeview students have been 

reviewing all of the sight words that 
they have learned throughout the 

school year.  The students practiced 
their sentence writing skills, as well as 

sight word identification, by using 
various sight words in a sentence.  

The students then shared their 
sentences aloud with the class, as 
well as identified the nouns and 

verbs in their sentence. ~Mrs. Burke



Everyday Mathematics~

Throughout the past two weeks, the Lakeview bridge students 
explored base ten blocks. Students participated in various 

learning activities surrounding base ten blocks and they have 
shown strength in their abilities to count by tens and ones.
The kindergarten bridge students also explored comparing 

numbers using >, <, or =. The Lakeview students had fun 
participating in games and gross motor movements as we 

“chomped” the larger numbers and quantities. ~Mrs. DeHart



Everyday Mathematics~

As the Lakeview students 
continue their explorations 
of money and their value, 
the students reviewed all 
that they have learned 
about money, specifically 
the names of coins and 
their value, and the 
mathematical concept of 
addition of double digit 
numbers and “adding on.”  
Using dimes, pennies, and 
nickels, the students 
practiced showing different 
ways to show the same 
amount, using various coins. 
~Mrs. Burke 



Everyday Mathematics cont.~
As the Lakeview students continue their 

explorations of double digit numbers, the students 
were introduced to the “change-to-more 
diagram strategy.”  The “change-to-more 

strategy” can help the students organize their 
thinking when working with “adding to” situations 

like “Penny-Drop Addition” and “Double-Digit 
Addition.”  Using pennies, the students practiced 
using difference numbers of pennies and filling in 

the diagram each time.  ~Mrs. Burke



Author Study: Jean Marzollo

Throughout the month of April, the 
Lakeview students have been 

studying children’s author Jean 
Marzollo, specifically her well-liked “I 

Spy” books. After reading and looking 
at Jean Marzollo’s I Spy books, the 

students were inspired to create their 
own edition of an I Spy book.  The 

students went on an “I Spy Scavenger 
Hunt” around the classroom and had 

to find 5 objects to use in their I Spy 
book.  The students then wrote the 

name of each object, as well as drew 
a picture of each object onto their “I 

Spy recording sheet.”  Finally, the 
students gathered their 5 objects, as 

well as an assortment of other objects, 
and laid them out onto a piece of 

paper, creating their “hidden picture 
and took a photo of their “creation!” 



Science~ The Solar System
Throughout the month of April, the Lakeview 

students have been enjoying learning all 
about the solar system!  To further their 

knowledge and passion of the solar system, 
the students began creating a replica of the 

solar system.  The students had the 
opportunity to choose a planet to research, 

as well as paint a specific sized styrofoam 
ball, to create a replica of their chosen 

planet!  The students will then create the 
solar system by putting all of the planets in 

their correct order in the solar system.  



Science~ Water Pollution
On Thursday, April 22, 2021, the Lakeview students 

celebrated Earth Day!  To celebrate Earth Day 
and all of its beauty, the students discussed all the 
ways that people help to keep earth clean and 

healthy, and their impact on the earth, especially 
if the earth’s land and water systems become 

polluted.  The students had an important 
discussion of what happens when our oceans and 

lakes become polluted.  To demonstrate what 
happens to the oceans when they become 
polluted, the students conducted a water 

experiment to show the effects of “polluted, dirty, 
unhealthy water,” and how this affects humans, 

animals, and plants. 



Project Health: Every Kid Healthy~
Mindful awareness practices are “exercises that promote a state of heightened and receptive attention to moment-by-moment 

experiences.”. This simply means focusing on being fully present in the given moment while working to identify and be aware of our own 
feelings, sensations, and emotions. Through these practices, children (and adults) learn how to reflect on what is happening within the context 

of: their own bodies, the environment that surrounds them, and  inform how they react or interact with others or alone in various situations. 
Emerging research shows that the practice of mindfulness can help both children and adults manage and prevent prolonged stress, respond 

to anxiety, and respond to an array of emotions to make constructive choices about personal behavior and evaluate the benefits and 
consequences of various actions for personal, social, and collective well-being.

The Lakeview class practiced Wellness, Self-Care and Healthy Eating through various fitness games, 
journaling, and learning about the different food groups and how they help different parts of the body.



Project Health: Every Kid Healthy cont.~



Project Health: Every Kid Healthy cont.~



Earth Day Celebration~
On Thursday, April 22, 2021, the Lakeview 
students celebrated Earth Day, which is a 
day set aside to celebrate the Earth and 
learn more about the environment.  To 

learn more about the importance of taking 
care of our special planet, the Lakeview 
students participated in various activities, 
all focused on ways they can help keep 

Earth beautiful, safe, and healthy for 
everyone!  

To celebrate Earth Day, the Lakeview 
students went on a “nature hunt” along the 

school grounds, noting all of the beauty 
surrounding them!  They also shared all the 
ways that they can help keep earth clean 
and healthy, as well as making an “Earth 

Day promise!”  The Lakeview students also 
created a  stunning “earth day black glue 

earth” while talking about our beautiful 
earth and how very precious it is and how 

we need to look after it. The handprints 
perfectly represent the idea that the earth 
is in our hands. It is down to us to look after 
our planet and we  need to know that they 

can make a difference!

 
 



Earth Day cont.~

My Earth Day Promise...

Willa:  “I promise to turn off the lights.”
Micah:  “I promise to pick up trash.”

Connor:  “I promise to pick up trash.”
Jaxson:  “I promise to recycle.”

Jack:  “I promise to turn off the lights.”
Colin:  “I promise to turn off the lights.”

Julia:  “I promise to pick up trash.”
Lincoln:  “My promise is to pick up trash.”
Arlen:  “I promise to make things clean.”

Vinny:  “I promise to make sure no bad trash gets in the oceans.”
Nora:  “I promise to pick up trash.”

Lucy:  “I promise to make sure no trash gets in the oceans and water.”
Elliott:  “I promise to clean the water and to pick up trash on the ground.”

Finley:  “I promise to pick up trash from the ground.”



Elmhurst Academy observes Child Abuse Prevention Month~
~April is National Child Abuse Prevention Month~

Each April, people across the country come together to raise 
awareness about child abuse and neglect prevention. The 
Pinwheel is the national symbol of child abuse and neglect 
prevention. It represents the efforts to change the way our 
nation thinks about prevention focusing on what all families 

need to succeed in providing healthy, nurturing environments 
for children. We all play a part to help increase awareness 
and prevent abuse and neglect before it ever happens.  

 
Elmhurst Academy will be observing Child Abuse Prevention 

the weeks of April 19-30, 2021. EA students will be 
participating this year by decorating their very own pinwheel. 

Each student’s pinwheel will be displayed on our outdoor 
campus to signify our mutual home and school commitment 

to building secure and loving environments where our 
children can thrive, develop character, and grow to be 

responsible caring citizens.
 



Elmhurst Academy observes Child Abuse Prevention Month~
~April is National Child Abuse Prevention Month~

On Wednesday, April 21, 2021, the 
Lakeview students proudly displayed 

their blue pinwheels in front of Elmhurst 
Academy, in hopes to spread the word 
on always making sure children are safe 
and protected.  The pinwheels represent 
the efforts to change the way our nation 

thinks about prevention, focusing on 
what all families need to succeed in 

providing healthy, nurturing 
environments for all children.  



Enrichments~Foreign Language~ Creative Movement~

In French class, the students have 
been reading Jean Marzollo’s 

Aidez-moi à apprendre les 
nombres 0-20.  First, they counted 
the pictured items as a group and 
then individually, before finishing 
by counting together to vingt par 

deux (20 by 2s).  Musical and 
kinesthetic learning reinforced the 

numbers as they watched and 
danced to Les Chiffres 1 à 20. 

Finally, a game of bingo rounded 
out the number practice. ~Mrs. 

Lardin



Enrichments cont.~Technology~ 

Over the past two weeks the students in the 
Lakeview classroom have begun the home stretch 

for the end of their coding lessons. We’ve continued 
to work with our code and go robot mouse. Students 

are given a challenging maze with three different 
checkpoints that they have to reach before then 
can cross the finish line. They’ve been using their 

critical thinking skills a lot and have improved every 
week with the way they approach the coding 
problems. We’ve added in what is called an 

“action” card as well. These cards are placed at 
random points throughout the maze that they can 

either activate or avoid them if there’s a path 
available. When they’re activated it moves the 

mouse in a random direction. This adds an element 
of surprise to their experience and might require 

them to edit their original plan. 



Enrichments cont.~

Art~
The Lakeview artists explored 

movement and art.  They created 
paintings using color mixing 

techniques while listening to music.  
The artists stood while creating, 

bobbing up and down and 
swaying back and forth to the 
music.  They even took some 

dance breaks then returned to 
making their paintbrush dance 

across their paper leaving 
energetic lines. 



School Reminders~

**Just a friendly reminder to submit your child’s health screening via the Tadpoles Parents App each 
morning.

**As the weather starts to become warmer, please make sure your child has updated clothing for their 
extra clothing bin, as well as rain boots.  Please make sure all of your child’s belongings are labeled with 

your child’s name.  Thank you!!


